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Ways to Redeem Your Hard-Earned

the Loyal-n-Save App
Reward Tokens with

First of all, if you are a new user, then you need to sign up with the 
Loyal-n-Save loyalty program. If you wish, you can also visit a 
participating store and sign up in that store, which will help you earn 
loyalty reward tokens right away by making a purchase.  
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Description

Earn Reward Tokens in Different Ways
Through the Loyal-n-Save Program

Add Selected
Stores & Participate

in Deals
You can participate in deals offered 
by selected stores and earn up to 10x 
the reward tokens in products you 

purchased.  

Make Everyday
Purchases

You can earn reward tokens by buying 
items you already purchase on a 

routine basis.  

Team
Rewards

Earn reward tokens even if you don’t 
shop simply by adding family and 
friends to your Loyal-n-Save team.

Customers can download the Loyal-n-Save app and 
sign up using a social media account or e-mail 
address. Another way to sign up for this loyalty 
program is to click on the “Register” button on the top 
right side of the home page of the Loyal-n-Save 
website. 

You can earn quick reward tokens in several ways. 
One way to do it is by participating in in-store deals 
and making other qualified purchases in-store. 
Another way is to sign up members and make them 
a part of your team. Every time your team member 
makes a purchase, you will earn a percentage of 
reward tokens earned by them. It creates a passive 
income.income.
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Redeem Your Hard-Earned Reward Tokens
You can redeem your reward tokens in different ways. These reward tokens can be used as 
in-store cash value or be converted into a coupon for later use. You can also spend these 
loyalty reward tokens on the app using the Swag Shop! Shop for exclusive merchandise from 
your favorite brands, which cannot be found anywhere else. The best thing about loyalty reward 
tokens is that you can even gift them to your friends. 

Conclusion 
You can be rewarded for loyalty reward tokens for every purchase!
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About the Company
Loyal-n-Save forms a part of the FasTrax enterprise suite of software solutions. It is owned and 
operated by Darren Schwartz and Doug Nolan. It assists retailers in creating customer 
engagement and expanding their customer base. What makes it different from others is its 
unique marketing approach with its loyalty programs. It allows retailers to give customers a 
percentage of reward tokens for providing references of friends and family to their store. 

https://loyalnsave.com/

146 Rock Hill Dr, Rock Hill, NY 12775, United States

+1 845-796-9944

info@loyalnsave.com

Sign Up Today!

Enroll in the Loyal-n-Save loyalty program and install the app now. Earn 
reward tokens on every purchase and redeem it in different ways. 


